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Cover: Perseverance Mine, 1914, at 1100 feet in the basin 
northeast of Juneau, Alaska. Photo by Winter & Pond, courtesy 
of Alaska State Historical Library, PCA 87-1407.  Inset: Retake 
by Kathy Hocker, 20050817.  For more details on this photo pair, 
see our year-1 poster (Hocker, 2013).

Preface to ‘second edition’
RC, 2013:   In 2005, my colleague Kathy Hocker assembled and wrote the first edition 
of our summary report on 2 years of repeat photography. Today, almost a decade later, I 
continue to use the results of this work on a regular basis, and to cite it in nearly all my 
publications. As I upload pages on repeat photography to Discovery Southeast’s new 
website for natural and cultural history—www.juneaunature.org—it seems appropriate 
to create an updated second edition, with footnotes on things that have changed (mostly 
for the better, technologically speaking!) since 2005. 

Introduction
Carefully framed retakes of historical photographs are well suited for monitoring, 
documenting and interpreting vegetation and landform change in response to natural 
or human disturbances. Although little repeat photography (RP) work has been done 
in Southeast Alaska, the region offers excellent opportunities. Due to glacial, tectonic, 
climatic, and anthropogenic processes, many areas of Southeast Alaska are undergoing 
clear, rapid change. A good variety of air-, ground-, and water-based historical photos 
provide baseline points for measuring and illustrating this change.

This has been a pilot repeat-photography study of selected sites in northern and central Southeast—a few examples from 
southern Southeast are included. We collected and catalogued historic photographs, then selected and retook a subset of these. 
Our repeat photos give information about vegetation and geomorphic change in response to disturbance types, including:

• glacial rebound; raised former tideland
• long-term climate change
• deglaciation; primary succession
• fluvial dynamics; erosion & deposition
• blowdown; wind-throw versus wind-snap
• fire; defining the borders of our bioregion
• town, mill and cannery site abandonment
• mine-related disturbances
• logging; selective vs clearcut; alluvial vs upland
Selected results are included in this report, in a poster for year-1, and in detailed field journals for year-2. Also available 

is a read-only version of our GIS project, which includes not only our repeats but hundreds of photos we identified as good 

The Camera Fiend - Photo by Case and 
Draper, Juneau, Alaska. Alaska State 
Historical LIbrary Photo Collections.
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Methods
Photo sources
Our photos were obtained from a number of public and private collections here in Alaska, 
including: 

Alaska State Historical Library  This institution provided most of our potential ground photo 
pool. We researched photos both on the ASL’s web-based collection and in person at the library. 
Included at ASHL are the large Winter & Pond and Case & Draper collections from the early 
1900s, as well as a number of more obscure collections such as the Flamen Ball photos, taken on 
a 1909 tourist trip through Southeast. In some cases our collection has only low-res placeholder 
scans from the website www.vilda.alaska.edu.

Forestry Sciences Laboratory   The Juneau offices of the FSL own hundreds of historic photos 
of the Tongass, many of which have been used in Forest Service publications. 

Sheldon Museum, Haines  The Sheldon Museum generously allowed us complete access to 
their extensive photo collection during our August, 2005 photo trip.

Klondike Gold Rush National Historical 
Park  The knowledgeable staff at the KGRNHP 
allowed us access to their collections, which 
include some of the earliest (pre-1900) photos 
taken of northern Southeast.

Isabel Miller Museum, Sitka  The Isabel 
Miller Museum collection contributed some 
excellent photos of the Sitka area. 

National Snow and Ice Data Center  NSIDC 
holds hundreds of glacier photos, including 
many from Southeast Alaska. Their beautiful, 
large-format digitized copies of 1890s photos by 
William Ogilvie are particularly intriguing.

USDA Forest Service, Geometronics  
USFS’s mapping division provided us with high-

resolution digital copies of hundreds of outstand-
ing oblique aerial photos taken by the US Navy in 
the 1920s. 

candidates for repeats by us and others in coming years. In addition, 
information from this project is being made available on the inter-
net, through the USDA Forest Service Forestry Sciences Lab PNW 
Research Station website.1

Personnel   Field team: Richard Carstensen, Katherine Hocker, 
Terry Schwarz, SEAWEAD (Southeast Alaska Wilderness Exploration, 
Analysis & Discovery) & Discovery Southeast 
Administration: Cheryl van Dyke, SEAWEAD 
Agency Personnel: Michael Shephard, Erin Uloth and Dustin Wittwer, 
USDA Forest Service, State and Private Forestry.

Funding   This project was a cooperative agreement between the 
USDA Forest Service, State and Private Forestry, and Southeast Alaska 
Wilderness Exploration, Analysis & Discovery—a group of northern-
Southeast naturalists and educators. SEAWEAD’s mission is to 
facilitate research-based cooperative stewardship of wild lands in 
Southeast Alaska.

Files  Results of this project, including maps, aerial orthophotos, 
and historical and repeat photos are available as an ArcReader file. 
Download ArcReader from ESRI at:  http://www.esri.com/software/
arcgis/arcreader/download

For high-res versions of photos, contact Carstensen or Hocker.

1  PS 2013:  As we update this report on the Repeat Photography Project, 8 years after 
completion, several things have changed in the fast-evolving world of web entities, 
agency priorities, and access to spatial databases. When our project concluded in 
2006, selected photopairs along with our interpretations were uploaded to a USFS 
website created by Dustin Wittwer. Ultimately, however, this site was retired. In 
2013, Discovery Southeast launched a natural-&-cultural  history  website at www.
juneaunature.org.  We hope to work with the Southeast Alaska GIS Library (http://
seakgis.alaska.edu/) to collaboratively launch a comprehensive spatial database of 
repeat (and prospective repeat) photos for our region. Stay tuned to juneaunature for 
news about online RP. 

Hi-res 1894 glass-plate photo of Katkwaltu village, 
19-mile fan, Chilkat River, by J.W. Pratt, in the Sheldon 
Museum at Haines. It has almost all of the desirable 
features for a great prospective retake that we learned 
to appreciate during our RP project.
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Photo choice
Of the many kinds of change in Southeast Alaska, the best documented by 
historical and repeat photography has been glacial recession and associated 
landform evolution (Molnia, 2010). We were therefore asked by our collabora-
tors to de-emphasize (though not ignore) glacial foreland dynamics, and to give 
greater weight to other successional patterns that have not been addressed locally 
by repeat photography.1 Glacial retreat is of course linked to many of these other 
processes such as fluvial dynamics or coastal uplift—and as such is certainly 
represented in our photos. 

In searching for repeat-photo candidates, we considered the following criteria:
1) Clarity and detail of vegetation and other features. Does the photo show 

identifiable species? Does it show a disturbance from which vegetation has 
subsequently recovered?

2) Ease of relocating the photopoint. Does the photo include landscape 
features that can be aligned to pinpoint the photographer’s location?

3) Current status of the photopoint. Has the desired view been obscured by 
buildings or dense brush?

4) Documentation. Did the photographer record date, location, vegetation, 
camera type and settings,and other relevant notes, and did this information 
remain associated with the image? This is actually rather uncommon. Outstand-
ing examples include Kodachrome slides of Mendenhall Glacier and Mt. Roberts 
subalpine, taken by ecologist Donald Lawrence in the 1940s and 50s specifically 
for the purpose of repeat photography.2 Other examples include the extraordinary 
collection of card-mounted ground-based stereo pairs with associated stand data 

1  PS 2013: The monumental repeat photography work of geologist Bruce Molnia and colleagues 
in glacial regions—building on the pioneering work of Henry Reed (1890s) and William Field 
(1920s onward)—addresses mostly what they characterize as  “rapid landscape evolution.” Their 
RP pairs for geomorphological analysis could also provide opportunities for plant ecologists 
studying primary, post-glacial succession.   

2  PS 2013:  Other exceptions—cases in which early photographers anticipated that others would 
search out and retake their photos—are found in Glacier Bay, where cairns were built to mark 
photo stations. The connection with Dr. Lawrence in this regard is no coincidence; Don (RC’s 
mentor in repeat photography) made his first visits to Glacier Bay in the heydey of photographic 
glacier-position surveys by Bill Field. 

by Bob (Smitty) Smith, in the 1960s (eg. Boy Scout trail, following, and air view, above). 
Very few examples in our collection of retaken or prospective historical photos meet all 4 of 

the above criteria. However, many satisfy the first 3. 

Photo formats
Whenever possible, we obtained high-res digital copies of photos from holding institutions. If 
digitized copies weren’t available, we copied photos with flatbed and slide scanners, storing 

Stereo pair from 1962 vertical air photos at Eagle River can be examined in 3D with a stereoscope, or by ‘free-
viewing.’ White arrow on right image points to a pin-prick, placed by Bob Smith to mark a 1/5th-acre circular plot. 
Along with a ground-based stereopair, these aerials were mounted on card stock, which included detailed stand 
measurements. In 2002, John Caouette and R Carstensen found this data card in a box of several hundred, and 
retook the forest scene (Boy Scout trail, following, in Select results), Of all the historical imagery we collected and 
examined during our repeat photography project, ‘Smitty’s’ collection is the finest example of thinking ahead toward 
the needs of future photographer-researchers. Ironically, nobody we contacted at the Forest Service today [2013] 
knows where this collection currently resides.   
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them as TIF files. We worked in digital format for this project. While our 8-megapixel digital 
camera does not produce the resolution of film (particularly the large-format images of some 
early photographers) we feel the advantages of digital photography (ease of editing, depth of 
field, image stabilization, portability) outweigh the slight differences in photo sharpness.3 

File names, photo information 
We developed a filename system for potential and repeat photos based on the USDA Forest 
Service’s 22 biogeographical provinces of the Tongass National Forest, as modified by David 
Albert, John Schoen and Richard Carstensen (Carstensen et al, 2007a). Each photo was given 
an ID when added to the collection. 

The first letters in the photo ID—g or ob—specify ground-based or aerial oblique. The 
next 2 numbers represent the province, from 01 (Yakutat) to 22 (Dall Island). The remaining 
numbers identify the individual photo. For example, g04028 is a ground-based photo in prov-
ince #4, northern Lynn Canal, and is number 28 in our collection for that province. For most 
photos we also added text tags as mnemonics for photo location or subject: g04028_skag-
wayfire16.jpg

Date format in our databases and reports is YYYYMMDD. For example: 20050608 = June 
8th, 2005. Expressing dates in this manner ensures they sort chronologically in spreadsheets, 
GIS attribute tables, etc. Time of day is in 24-hr format: 8:00 AM =0800; 3:00 PM = 1500, 
etc.

As we wrapped up the project, some photos were culled because better photos of the same 
subjects had been found, or because they were determined to have limited value. This means 
the final list of photos is not always a continuous numerical sequence. 

Permission for use of some historical photos requires acknowledgement of holding institu-
tions and photo ID numbers. For photos we scanned ourselves, we recorded these previous 
identifiers as file tags in the EXIF data. We also recorded original photo sources, along with 
photo subjects, dates, photographers, and miscellaneous notes, in a spreadsheet, which was 
later incorporated into the ArcMap project.

3  PS 2013:  When we wrote this in 2005, our 8-megapixel digital camera was the best we could buy at a 
reasonable price. Today, of course, even some point-&-shoot pocket cameras have higher resolution (although 
lens size and quality is as important as megapixel density). Higher-end DSLRs now approximate the resolution 
and color fidelity of a good 35mm slide. Is digital evolution finally closing in on what Winter & Pond could achieve 
120 years ago with a ‘primitive’ glass-plate camera?  

Equipment
For almost all of our repeat photos, we used a Konica Minolta DiMage camera 
with 8 megapixel resolution, 20-200 mm zoom, and image stabilization. A tripod 
was used whenever possible, partially for better photo sharpness but more impor-
tantly as an aid to careful comparison with the original photograph—aligning 
background hills, replicating all 4 corners, etc. We waypointed our photo stations 
with Garmin GPS units.4 

Field activities, 2004 & 2005
During our first summer, 2004, we worked in the Juneau area. Juneau is well-
documented with historical photos, and we had opportunities to retake shots of 
a number of different disturbance types while we refined our field techniques. 
(Hocker, 2013, poster)

In August 2005, we began taking aerial oblique photos. Our first flight was 
August 7 (Gastineau Channel and Taku River), during which we retook 4 photos 
and tested our methods. Additional, longer flights on August 10 and 11 provided 
14 more repeat photos of Admiralty Island and Lynn Canal. (Carstensen & 
Hocker, 2013, Part 1)

In late August, 2005, we traveled to Haines and Skagway, where we worked 
at the Sheldon Museum and the Klondike Gold Rush National Historic Park to 
collect and catalog potential photos, then retook many of these. (Carstensen & 
Hocker, 2013, Part 2)

In September, 20005, we traveled to Sitka and worked with the Isabel Miller 
Museum to collect photos, then retook several of these. 

4  PS 2013: Equipment of course is improving so rapidly that description of our current favorite 
devices will probably seem embarrassingly passé a decade from now. It’s worth mentioning, 
however, that since 2006, tablets and smart phones have become worthy field tools. For example, 
Samsung tablets have high-quality on-board GPS, enabling off-line navigation through apps such 
as Trimble Outdoors, which (for Juneau at least) shows position on high-res Bing imagery even 
when beyond cell-phone range. Tablets are also a way to store and quickly access historical 
images on aerial RP flights.   
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Finding photo points
For only a few of our many photos were the actual photopoints documented by the photographer. Some were taken 
from sites that remain popular photopoints today. Most, however, required some detective work—a combination of 
computer-based methods and ground-truthing. (Relocating aerial obliques, is yet another challenge, described below).

Computer techniques  ESRI’s program ArcScene helped narrow our search for photopoints. By creating a 
terrain model, draping an orthophoto over the model, and then shifting the view angle and distance until mountain 
backdrop lined up correctly, we could usually find a photo’s bearing to within a few degrees, and its location along 
that bearing within a few hundred meters. Internet-based Google Earth was almost as helpful as ArcScene replications 
in relocating photopoints. Using the program’s zoom, rotate, and tilt features, we could create virtual landscape views 
similar to our ArcScene replications.5 

Orthophotos (including historical verticals we georeferenced ourselves) were also useful in narrowing our search 
for specific sites. By studying landscape features such as meadows, copses, trails, and buildings in the orthos, we could 
pinpoint likely photo sites along the bearings determined through ArcScene or Google Earth replications.

Ground techniques  After finding the general photopoint area, we went to the site and searched for foreground 
landmarks. Sometimes the photopoint became obvious as soon as we arrived. At other times it took an hour or so of 
wandering, photo in hand, before we settled on a site. We carried copies of the originals, but also uploaded historic 
photos into our digital camera. Then, with the camera mounted on a tripod, we could toggle between the historic and 
contemporary views, moving back and forth, closer and farther, until satisfied our photo station was a perfect match. 

In many cases, it was impossible to take a meaningful repeat photo from the exact location of the originals (due to 
plant growth, road or building construction, river movement, or other events). In such cases, we recorded the discrep-
ancies to alert future photographers, and aligned our photos as best we could, sometimes taking a repeat photo from the 
compromised photopoint but supplementing it with a photo from a nearby point that more clearly showed the original 
feature or landscape.  

In other cases, when we later directly compared original and repeat photos (by overlay: Photo processing, below) 
we found we’d been farther off the photopoints than we thought. This was particularly true of aerial obliques, which, 
due to variables of speed and altitude are difficult to exactly replicate. We discovered, however, that even poorly-
aligned aerial photo pairs provided a wealth of information, particularly when landmarks were annotated to make the 
shifted perspective more apparent. 

5  PS 2013: Google Earth was launched in 2005—the year we concluded our study. Along with competitor Bing, it has since become an 
increasingly powerful pre-field search tool. 

Pre-field site 
exploration in 

ArcScene was 
instrumental 
in relocating 

the photo-
point of this 
century-old 
photograph 
by Winter & 

Pond. But digi-
tal tricks were 

of little help 
in ascending 
to the top of 

a 100-foot 
spruce, to see 
over trees that 

now obscure 
the glaciated 

skyline. 

For more 
details on 
this photo 

pair, see our 
year-1 poster 

(Hocker, 2013)
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Taking repeat photos
Our repeat photography methods evolved as the project progressed, and sometimes 
varied with photo type and location. Few of the original photos in museum and library 
collections were taken with intent to serve as the ‘before’ component of a before-&-
after pair. Fewer yet are accompanied by technical details such as lens size.6 Once we 
reached the estimated photopoint, we spent some time working on correctly reframing 
the shot. 

We sometimes drew a cross-hair grid onto the field copy of the original photo, and 
compared this to the superimposed grid in the camera viewfinder. It was never possible 
to exactly match every element of the original composition. Cropping and slight rota-
tion can be done later in the processing stage. But the more care taken in the field, the 
less information is sacrificed to these trimming operations. 

After approximating the view as closely as possible with the camera zoom adjust-
ment, we backed out to a wider lens setting and took a second repeat, in case our 
attempt at exact match later proved mistaken. In some cases, position offset and/or 
vegetation change rendered foregrounds unsuitable, but middle distances and back-
grounds retain comparable features. 

When we had settled on a photopoint, we took GPS waypoints, and recorded detailed 
instructions for future photographers. We took vegetation notes as well, along with 
comments on successional patterns and other change—or lack of change—since the 
original shots. Examples of things we typically recorded are in the sidebar Sample RP 
field data forms.

Most repeat photography projects have taken place in more open environments 
than Southeast Alaska. Here, except on wet or perennially disturbed soils, succes-
sion converts most of our open habitats into dense brush or forest in a few decades, 

6  PS 2013: Here’s another great advantage of digital over film photography. All photo attributes—lens 
setting, speed, f-stop, etc—are permanently embedded in every jpg and tif’s EXIF data, retroactively 
accessible in photo-management programs. ACDC, for example, not only reads but writes, sending 
information the camera can’t automatically record—place name, subject, photographer—to the photo file’s 
EXIF data. Many cameras now have on-board GPS, so lat-long can become part of this record. Caveat: 
no camera we have yet tested has GPS as good under canopy as even the most basic Garmin Etrex. 
And for these cameras you have to be sure the GPS is enabled, and given time to acquire a fix. For now, 
we recommend the use of a dedicated, high-end GPS unit. Programs such as Robogeo compare time on 
camera and external GPS, then automatically send lat-long to the photo’s EXIF data. 

presenting challenges to the repeat photographer who needs horizons for triangulation. 
One partial solution is to climb a tree to regain the original background view and assure 
that the location is correct—our Eagle River photo g05007 on the preceding page is an 
example. Aerial oblique photos, of course, have a great advantage here.  

Locating and retaking aerial obliques
One of the treasures of our historic photo database is hundreds of highly detailed aerial 
oblique photos taken opportunistically by the US Navy in 1926-1929 during missions 
primarily for vertical, cartographic photography (sidebar, Navy aerials 1926-29).7 These 
photos also presented challenges, as there was little or no documentation to help us find 
the photopoints.

We made extensive use of the same type of ArcScene replications described above 
for ground photos in searching for these mid-air photopoints. Once the landscape in the 
original photo has been replicated in ArcScene, the XYZ position (latitude, longitude, 
elevation) of the photopoint can be calculated, and uploaded to an ArcMap project 
that serves as navigational guidance for the repeat photography flight. This photopoint 
merely represents a best-guess position along a confirmed bearing-and-inclination line 
from plane to photo-center. That is, we are certain of the compass direction and eleva-
tional dip of the photo, but not of the exact position along that line. 

However, because the foreground is not as important in these photos as it is in 
ground-based shots, we found we could use the camera’s zoom to match the original 
scene without being overly concerned about foreground distortion.

For aerial repeat flights, we prepared ArcMap flight routes moving efficiently from 
photopoint to photopoint. Actual flight routes varied with weather and pilot agenda 
(some of our RP flights were piggybacked onto other missions by a volunteer pilot). 

7  PS 2013: Vertical aerial photos, taken more systematically along flight lines, are of course extremely 
valuable in detecting change, but belong traditionally to the field of cartography. Thanks to Mark Riley, 
USFS Geometronics, and his predecessor Everett Hinkley, we now have virtually complete collections of 
the US Navy’s Southeast Alaskan vertical photography for 1926, 1929 and 1948, as well as more localized 
USFS collections from  the 1960s onward. We use these routinely for every consulting, research and 
educational project we engage in. Historical vertical imagery is also a great complement to both ground-
based and aerial oblique photo-interpretation. Examples follow for Chickamin and Stikine Rivers, and for 
the Antler River and Bucher Glacier. For examples of stereo applications in vertical aerials, see Fickle 
fashions; stereoscopy.at the end of this report. 

continued after sidebar
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Sample RP field data forms
This 2-sided data card was filled out in pencil on 
site as we searched for Don Lawrence’s original 
photopoint and retook his 1949 scene look-
ing northwest up Gastineau Channel. We later 
‘digitized’ these notecards by adding the original 
and repeat photo, plus scan of on-site sketch 
map, and typed field notes, creating a shareable, 
archival version of the forms, printed double-
sided for insertion into a Rite-in-Rain notebook on 
future return visits. [2013: Actually, our preference 
henceforth is the pdf version loaded to a weather-
protected tablet, allowing for higher resolution and 
better color-fidelity, should we need to scrutinize 
veg-detail in the field.]

While botanist Koren Bosworth surveyed the 
foreground for plant species, and compared them 
to those identifiable in the 1949 original photo, 
I (RC) set up a tripod, and through the digital 
camera, toggled back and forth between view-
finder scene and uploaded original. I moved the 
tripod back and forth, forward and backward, until 
confident I was within a few feet of Don’s original 
position. (Later adjustments in photoshop brought 
the 2 shots into even closer alignment).

Koren’s plant notes (KB) use the botanist’s 
standard 4-letter code (first 2 letters of genus, 
then 1st 2 letters of species). Most of these are 
included in Partial list of plants documented, at 
end of this report. 

The informal sketch map, not drawn to scale, 
will help anyone trying to relocate the exact 
photopoint (at least assuming they can read my 
handwriting!) Hopefully, technology will enhance 
but never replace these simple field sketches. 
Because, for one thing, the time you take to draw 
them alerts you to features not otherwise noticed, 
such as the bracketing greenschist outcrops, 
striking NW-SE. 

date: 20040813 observer(s): RC, Koren Bosworth  
location:  Mt Roberts trail, ~60 yds above (east of) the cross   
         

REPEAT PHOTO DATA  Richard Carstensen 586-1272
richard.carstensen@gmail.com

photo source: DBL

date: 19490821
photographer: 
Donald Lawrence
ID#  49-16-24
subject: view west to 
airport area
notes: foreground subal-
pine, salt marsh in right 
distance

photographer:  
Richard Carstensen  
time: 1130
GPS N:  58o  17.757   
        W: 134o 22.851  
photo bearing: 280o

camera:  Minolta 8.0M     
Dimage A2  28-200mm
lens:  35  
spd, f-stop: 1/250   f5.6
exp. comp: -0.7

re
pe

at
 p

ho
to

additional notes on flip side . . .

REPEAT PHOTO 
NOTES
ID#  g06013

photopoint details:  see sketch map flip side
Note cross in line with the trail.

vegetation notes:  (by KB) Foreground is lush mid-sized forb/bluejoint: 
ATFE, EPAN, VEVI, CACA, LUNU, GEER, DREX, ANNA, SACA, grading 
into RUSP in the midview and alder/RUSP/forbs in the ground (not counting 
the montane hemlock stand on knob behind)

Since 1949 the alder has spread up into the photo from the patch on far 
right. RUSP is new. VEVI and ferns have spread and most of the other mid-
sized forbs are new. There is a white-flowered plant in the 1949 photo that 
is not  obvious (or flowering) now - yarrow or valerian?

or
ig

in
al

 p
ho

to

continued from front side . . .

(RC) Fireweed flowers have already shed. People have noted that 
at sea level fireweed blossoming finished almost a month early this 
year. 

Lawrence’s photo was nicely positioned to document the arrival of 
the tram landing platform and lodge in mid distance. The cross also 
shows on the left, right in line with the trail. The trail shows a great 
deal more use. Traffic has increased at least an order of magnitude 
(maybe 2 orders?) since opening of the tram 4 years ago.  

On Gastineau Channel, the most obvious additions since 1949 
have been the Blueberry Hill housing, Aurora Harbor, and distant 
development in the airport area. On 1948 air photos, the Douglas road 
did not extend far north of the bridge. Note also the complete absence 
of trees near today’s dike trail, outboard of the airport. The float plane 
pond and associated spoil piles were a WWII development.

In the suburban area upslope from today’s Aurora Harbor, trees 
have been planted in yards and along roadsides, filling in what was 
freshly denuded terrain in 1949. 
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In the air, we navigated 
with a laptop showing our 
GPS position (GPS Support 
toolbar in ArcMap). Compar-
ing our real-time position to 
pre-determined photopoints, 
we guided the pilot to each 
desired location. As there 
was not time to use the 
upload-and-toggle technique 
in the camera (Ground tech-

niques), we relied on hard copies of the historical photos for positioning. On each photo, we 
drew crosshairs to indicate the centerpoint. 

As we flew to each projected photopoint, we familiarized ourselves with the location of the 
photo centerpoint. On approach, we began comparing the view to the historical photo, center-
ing the viewfinder crosshairs as closely as possible to the centerpoint on that photo. As correct 
alignments developed, we began taking photos, continuing past the estimated photopoint. On 
reviewing the retakes in the camera LCD screen, if altitude or angle appeared significantly off, 
we sometimes made an additional pass. 

Later, on the computer, we chose the best-aligned of the downloaded photos. One great 
advantage of retaking aerial obliques is efficiency—we could, after some prep work, retake 
several historical photos in a short time.

 
Tips for airborne repeat photography:

• Having 2 field workers along on photography flights is useful; one is the principal photog-
rapher and the other runs the laptop/GPS, communicates with the pilot, and serves as backup 
photographer.

• An ideal airplane for this process has wheels rather than floats (faster climb rate for repo-
sitioning), is narrow (to easily reach either window), has opening windows (or at least a long, 
opening right-side window so front- and back-seat photographers can work simultaneously), 
unscratched windows for when opening them is not advisable, and a cigarette lighter that 
accepts a power inverter for extended laptop use.8

8  PS 2013: More recently, we’ve been navigating with less power-hungry tablet & GPS rather than laptop, so 

• Our camera’s continuous shoot feature, which we had thought might be a 
benefit in aerial repeats, was not very useful. When rapid-fire ends, the camera is 
locked up for several seconds as images are stored; by the time it’s ready to shoot 
again, the plane may have passed out of ideal range. Better to take one photo 
manually every 2 seconds or so (further comments on photo timing are in Fickle 
fashions: stereoscopy, at end of this report).

• [RC 2013] With today’s high-capacity storage cards, there’s no reason to be 
stingy with aerial obliques. The more pictures you take, the better your odds for 
an exact ‘planned’ retake, or even an accidental one (above).

battery time is no longer an issue. The same applies to battery life and storage capacity of 
cameras; so when in doubt, take more pictures! 

New Eddystone Rock near Misty Fiords, 
photographed by the Navy in 1929. 
Inset by RC in 2009. This was not a 
planned retake—just an accidental 
match, ~40o off from original align-
ment. But it points out the value 
of taking lots of aerials (on this 
flight, >200 between Hyder & 
Ketchikan!), whenever you get a 
chance to fly. 

2009
1929

Ideal platform for aerial RP has: 1) opening window; 2) wheels (climbs faster 
than floats), 3) narrow enough for shooting out both sides. Passenger seat 
slides rearward of pilot’s for leaning over to left side.

continued after sidebar

To future boaters
in this area: This is a good
candidate for a drone retake. See conclud-
ing comments under Future directions.
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Navy aerials, 1926-29
The Alaskan Aerial Survey Expedition (AASE) 
The primary purpose of the Navy’s photo expeditions to Southeast in 1926 and 1929 was 
to acquire vertical imagery for mapping at a scale of 1:20,000. They flew at 10,000 feet 
for these photos, which were shot with special tri-lens cameras (T-1) that took 3 photos 
simultaneously; a vertical and 2 obliques, thus achieving wide coverage of the landscape. 
The mapping photography was taken through hatches in the bottom of amphibious biplanes 
(Sargent & Moffit, 1929).

In addition to this systematic vertical coverage on preplanned flight-lines, the Navy took 
hundreds of pictures over the side of the open-air cockpits. Most appear to have been taken 
between 2000 and 5000 feet and have excellent detail. These are the photos we have been 
trying to replicate.

Much was written about the first 1926 mission. But because these side-view photos 
were clearly secondary in importance to the vertical triplicates, we haven’t learned much 
about them. According to USGS Bull. #797 by Sargent & Moffit (1929), a Fairchild camera 
was used for the 1926 side-view oblique photos. They were taken primarily for the Forest 
Service (thus the common label “timber” on many of the big-tree scenes) but also for other 
agencies such as the bureau of lighthouses. Lieutenant Ben Wyatt, the expedition leader, 
took many of these oblique photos.

It seems as though the obliques were taken on separate missions from the vertical 
triplicates. Only a few appear to be from 10,000 feet. There were 3 members on the vertical 
(mapping) flights: pilot, navigator and photographer. They must all have been too preoc-
cupied with staying on course and in timing their shots for proper overlap to be shooting 
additional scenics out the side of the plane. 

Clockwise: The 1920s missions were flown with 
3 Loening amphibian biplanes. Vertical aerials 

were shot through a removable belly hatch, but 
obliques were hand-held, over the side of the 

cockpit.

The Fairchild K-3B was invented in the 1920s. 
It produced 9.5”X9.5” negatives and became 

standard equipment on military and some 
private air mapping missions. More on post-

WWI technological innovations is in Fickle 
fashions: stereoscopy, and the sidebar A 

photo-chronology.

Hand-drawn partial index to coverage of the 
1926 obliques. For example, 19 field-of-view 

polygons are shown for Admiralty Island and we 
know of at least 28. We have no index at all for 

the 1929s, yet there are 441 in our collection. 
Example is shown for Fisheries Creek.

Sample card-mounted 1929 ‘vertical’ photograph 
of Sheep Creek and Gastineau Channel, taken 
with the tri-lens mapping cameras. The 2 wing 

photos are actually obliques.
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Photo archives
We downloaded our repeat photos from the digital cameras to laptop computers. For each photo, we preserved the 
original JPEG, and saved a TIFF archival copy. Photos were arranged by biogeographic province, as within our 
ArcMap project (see below). All photos and maps are backed up on hard drive.1

Many of the historical photos in our collection are used with permission of holding institutions such as the Alaska 
State Library. This permission is contingent on the photos’ use as part of this project. To regulate use of these photos, 
we will maintain the original ArcGIS database ourselves, and will make available information on how to obtain high-
resolution copies for those interested in taking their own repeat photos or in analyzing ours.

Photo processing
Because many of our repeat photos are not taken from precisely the same photopoints as the originals, arranging them 
to make the most direct comparison for analysis is a challenge. One of the methods we use for aligning and compar-
ing photos involves the program Photoshop (or Photoshop Elements). This photo-editing software allows layering of 
photos on top of one another and the manipulation of layer opacity. 

To align a photo pair, we first open copies of the repeat and historical photos, and save them as ‘working’ files in 
Photoshop format (to protect archived copies). We then use cut-&-paste to import a copy of the historical photo into 
a layer on top of the repeat photo background layer. By reducing the opacity of the repeat photo layer, we can see 
through to the historic photo. We then scale and rotate the retake so that ‘stable’ features such as ridgelines, long-lived 
trees, etc. line up as closely as possible. 

For the most part, we manipulate only the scale and angle of photos to align them; we don’t distort them. However, 

1 PS 2013: (RC) Having just paid $2300 to a Santa Cruz drive-recovery company to retrieve lost data from a partially unbacked-up drive, and 
being engaged in disciplines such as repeat photography that operate on time scales of decades and even centuries, you might think I’d be 
planning more seriously for the future. After all, my mentors, such as Don Lawrence, clearly wanted their work to be useful long after their 
death. Shouldn’t I? 

A few years ago, I had a conversation on this subject with Ken Melville, one of Juneau’s most brilliant and best-read artist-philosopher-
technicians. As I described ambitions to make my life’s work available digitally and on-line, he was gently skeptical. If I were serious, Ken said, 
I’d print out everything I create, on archival paper, and lock it in a fire-proof safe (granted, Ken is co-owner of Capital Copy; so there may be 
some bias involved here). 

As for searchable, multimedia, cross-platform PDFs—my current infatuation—Ken just laughed. What will be the PDF of the mid 
21st-Century? Will my creations be seamlessly translated into that post-pdf format by some beneficient governmental or philanthropical 
entity, long after I succumb to worms or Alzheimers? Or, in 2063 (when I’ll be 113, or dead) will post-holocaust survivors not even have a rock 
skookum enough to open my fire-proof safe, or give two hoots in post-nuclear hell about the inedible RC natural history lore residing there?

This is the kind of thing you eventually wonder about, after studying a few thousand images taken from 50 to 143 years ago. The good news 
is that, if all goes well, I could leave a legacy to 22nd-Century naturalists even richer than that left to me by Winter & Pond. The bad news? Well, 
just that it’s a mighty big if! These ruminations on technological insecurity are continued in the concluding section on digital archivism. 

Modern photo of abandoned Perseverance Mine, overlaid onto histor-
ic photo in Photoshop Elements. (We use the more expensive profes-
sional program Photoshop, but Elements—more affordable—has all 
features needed for adjusting retakes to original images.) Modern 
photo is at 43% opacity, so buildings in historic photo show through. 
Modern photo can now be scaled and rotated so that ridges align, 
allowing direct comparison of landscape elements.
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ArcMap of potential & repeat photos at Mendenhall Lake. Photos beginning ob are aerial 
obliques; g identifies ground photos. Next 2 digits in these ID numbers—05—stand for 
Lynn Canal Province #5.   Ground-based photos are red triangles; air photos are blue 

arrows. Both symbols point at photo bearing—a field in Arcmap attribute table. 

in the case of some aerial obliques, because of differences in angle 
between originals and repeats, slight stretching or compression on the 
vertical axis allowsphotos to be compared more easily. In all such cases, 
original copies are left undistorted. 

Another trick for offset RP pairs is to first tag corresponding points on 
both images—A,B,C—then, with one image as a semitransparent overlay 
(opacity slider), you can ‘rubbersheet’ to bring these points closer togeth-
er. Because there’s a limit to how much you can stretch a photo, leaving 

this ABC annotation on the re-separated RP pairs 
makes direction and degree of photopoint offset more 
obvious to viewers. For the pair on left, imagine 
you’re up in the air looking down on these triangles. 
The retake was obviously shot higher and to the right 
from the original. Examples follow for Antler and 
Stikine Rivers, and for Eagle Glacier.

Once the 2 photos have been scaled and aligned 
as closely as possible, we create a double-image file 

with photos stacked or adjacent for easy comparison. On-screen, the most 
effective way to compare exactly matched photos, for either personal 
scrutiny or public projection, is not stacked, but sequentially, preferably 
with a 2 or 3-second dissolve. Zooming in to each quadrant, then toggling 
back and forth, elucidates subtle changes you can’t detect in side-by-side 
comparison. 

ArcMap project
For photo organization and presentation, we created a spatial database 
in ArcMap, which allowed us to link photos and photo data to georefer-
enced photopoints, as well as to export our information in an interactive 
form (ArcReader). 
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Geography, disturbances
We’ve clustered the color-codes for 22 provinces accord-
ing to 5 more encompassing units identified by MacDon-

ald & Cook (2007) as important to mammal distributions 
(restricted vertebrate mobility provides best rationale 

for biogeographic subdivisions). Mainland provinces 
are in the ‘blue family;’ northern islands brown; 

central islands green, etc. Thumbnails show 10 
examples of repeat photography, proceeding 

from north to south, beginning at Skagway 
and ending near Misty Fiords.

In addition to giving a geographic 
spread, we’ve chosen examples with a 

range of initial disturbance types—each 
with its own subsequent succes-

sional trajectory. Because we live 
in Juneau, our retakes of course 

are concentrated here. Fortu-
nately, Juneau has a great 

array of distinctive habitats 
and trends—as well as 

Southeast’s most extensive 
historical photo archives.

PS 2013: Since we 
started the Repeat 
Photography Project in 
2004, Dave Albert, John 
Schoen and R Carstensen 
made revisions to 
boundaries of biogeographic 
provinces in conjunction with 
a conservation assessment 
for Southeast Alaska (Schoen & 
Dovichin, eds, 2007). This recently 
necessitated complete renumbering 
of our repeat photography collection, 
and may explain discrepancies in 
photo IDs between current numbers and 
those in earlier reports. We caution that in 
some cases photo-ID updates have been 
overlooked. Apologies for any resulting errors!  

Our resulting GIS project—and the ArcReader version creat-
ed from it—allow users to find photos by location on a map 
or orthophoto, view potential photos or potential/repeat pairs, 
and search for photos by a number of categories including date, 
source, and subject. 

In the ArcMap project, each photo is represented by a data-
point that includes a directional arrow representing the actual or 
estimated bearing (for repeated vs potential photos). Each point 
is labeled by photo number, and is linked to data fields with 
photo information. Points are also hyperlinked to their photos, 
so clicking on a point with the lightning-bolt tool brings up 
the original photo or photo pair. The ArcReader version of our 
project can be shared with anyone who would like to explore 
this database. 

Select results
Following pages include 10 of our most intriguing repeat photo 
pairs, proceeding from north to south, representing 7 biogeo-
graphical provinces, as named and numbered on this overview 
map. More detailed arcmap-export maps also follow, contextu-
alizing our 6 northern-Southeast examples, and our 4 southern-
Southeast examples, along with hundreds of potential retake 
photopoints that we have not yet revisited.
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RP ID#  g04028  location: Skagway
date retaken: 20050825 
observers KH,RC  
photo source: KGRHP  
date original: 1915  
ID# S094 1961 N-117 
subject: just after fire
retake photographer: K Hocker 
time: 1830   elev: 30 to 2000 ft   
bearing: 150o 
N:  59.46642o   W: 135.32356o  
camera:  Minolta Dimage A2
lens:  40mm  
spd/f-stop: 1/50  f2.8  

Skagway  •  fire succession    The photo collection at Klondike Gold 
Rush National Historical Park (KGRHP)—while oriented mostly toward 
post-contact human history—also has many images documenting wildfire 
and other disturbances. This 1915 photo from AB Mountain Trail captured 
a complex mosaic above Skagway. Slope A burned in about 1895, accord-
ing to our interpretation of earlier photos. Slope B was logged around 1910, 
and slope C burned  in about 1912. The upper edge of this most recent burn 
still shows clearly in our 2005 retake. The older forest above the burn has a 
lower percentage of deciduous trees. Fire forests retain their more complex 
tree-species composition for at least a century. We saw this also at Haines.   

Logged stand B has come back mostly in conifers. In similar forest on 

granitic bedrock along the AB Mountain trail (west side—burned 
prior to 1895) we found lodgepole pine 30 to 70-feet tall and 
mostly less than 9 inches in diameter, with occasional birch, 
hemlock and spruce. Vascular understory was exceedingly sparse, 
with just a thin layer of scarcely decomposed pine needles over 
bedrock. 

Because wildfire is generally rare in Southeast Alaska, this is 
one of the few places in North America where fire succession is 
essentially unstudied. Northern Lynn Canal offers the opportunity 
to better understand the rain forest by investigating transitions to 
drier, more fire-prone landscapes and communities. 

1915 2005

Shgagwei, rugged/wrinkled-up water (Skagway)
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RP ID#  g04051  location:  Pyramid Island   date retaken: 20050824   observers: KH, RC
photo source: Sheldon Museum   date original: 1943    photographer: Ordway    ID# SM folder J-3
subject: raised beach, morainal island    retake photographer: Kathy Hocker   time: 1836   elev: 30 feet   
bearing: 204o   N: 59.21124o   W: 135.44908o    camera:  Minolta 8.0M  Dimage A2  28-200mm
lens:  40mm  spd/f-stop: 1/60  f5.6  

Mud Bay Road—Pyramid Island  •  glacial rebound   During the Little 
Ice Age this meadow was depressed below high tide line by increased weight of ice. The 
site is rebounding at about an inch per year. Gently rolling ridges are raised beach lines 
forming a staircase of progressively higher and older uplift surfaces. 

In the 1943 Ordway photo, the foreground was covered with meadow vegetation: 
much ryegrass, with what appears to be fireweed on the far left ridge top. Small-leafed 
shrubs at A may be roses, also abundant in the 2005 retake. There are no spruces visible 
in the original photo, although; just a couple of alders in foreground. This photo and our 
retake were taken on the shoulder of Mud Bay Road; presumably the 1943 alders were 
cleared for highway work.

In 2005, we were surprised to discover the scattered 25-foot spruces, and even much 
smaller ones, are bearing cones. In uplift meadows we’ve examined elsewhere, reproduc-
tive age is usually about 30 years for this species. 

The frontal strip of uplift meadows are dominated by ryegrass, beach pea and electri-
fied cat’s-tail moss. Also common are hemlock parsley, yarrow, fireweed and strawberry. 
Invasive species include dandelion and toadflax (Linaria vulgaris), an aggressive weed 
that colonized along roadsides but is now advancing into ‘natural’ meadows. 

Ordway’s 1943 photo was taken 28 years after the great Haines fire of 1915 that 
burned most of the forest immediately behind the photopoint.  

Pyramid Island in mid-distance is part of an arcuate, mostly subsurface moraine that 
swings across the mouth of Chilkat River. It’s definitely not a Little Ice Age moraine—
probably much older. Greg Streveler speculates it may be Younger Dryas in age—a 
period of glacial re-advance 10- to 11,000 years BP that followed the waning of the Great 
Ice. Note spruce colonization, primarily on the southeast (left) side of the island. This 
little speck of land must get blasted by wind from many directions. Certainly the steady 
parade of southeasterly gales blowing up Lynn Canal are a force to contend with on Pyra-
mid Island. But clustering of spruces on the southeast side suggests that the really violent 
winds here are the down-river winter northerlies.

1943

2005

Láxach’ T’áak, 
Back of Láxach’ 
(mainland east of 
Pyramid Island)
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RP ID#  ob05011
location:  Antler River 
mouth in Berners Bay
date retaken: 20050811 
observers: RC, JS, MS 
date original: 19290804
photographer: US Navy      
ID# FS-Z59
subject: end aggradation
retake photographer RC 
time: 1223   elev: ~2000 ft   
bearing: 47o

N:  58.83o  W: 134.84o   
camera: Panasonic FZ10  
lens:  35mm 
spd/f-stop: 1/160  f4

 

Antler River  •  fluvial dynamics  Antler River is intermediate in successional status 
between its neighbors, marshy Berners and barren Lace & Gilkey. On margins of the flood plain 
in 1929, sedgey palustrine wetlands resemble those that dominate the Berners flood plain. Raw 
alluvium in center foreground was delivered from Bucher spillover glacier that in 1929 occupied 
the place of today’s Antler Lake. For 3D comparisons of the Bucher spillover, see Fickle fashions: 
stereoscopy. In 1929, Antler’s main channel (“main”) was broad and unconfined, and the flood 
plain was still aggrading. Subsequent Bucher downwasting cut off the spillover, and the lake now 
serves as a sediment trap. The main channel is now narrow and well defined. Although Antler 
River is somewhat more turbid than Berners, its bedload is much reduced. 

The main channel of the Antler was unvegetated in 1929 but today supports alder/willow thick-
ets and a few stringers of cottonwood on active inner terraces. The overflow channel near “pond” 
was active in 1929 but today contains clear water, runoff from upland slopes, and scrub communi-
ties have colonized channel fringes here as well. While the palustrine wetlands on silt may persist, 
with continued incision and reduced flood frequency, the better-drained willow-cottonwood 
communities on coarser alluvium will succeed to conifer forest.  

1929 2005

Antler River and 
Daxanáak between 2 
points (Berners Bay) 

are Wooshkeetaan clan 
country. Flats at bay 

head where the 4 rivers 
converge are Daxanáak 
L’éiw Shuká, sandy end.

Points A B C & especially 
D help to judge minor 
offset in photopoints. 
Retake was to the right of 
the original.
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Boy Scout trail  •  blowdown  Although this retake was shot before 
our project began, we’ve included it for 3 reasons: 1) as an example of stand 
development following blowdown; 2) as a plug for systematic data-collection 
in conjunction with photography, and  3) to show how much more information 
is carried in stereoscopic (3D) photopairs than in traditional 2D imagery. More 
examples of stereo photography are in Fickle fashions: stereoscopy, at end of 
this report.1

In early February, 1883, a huge windstorm swept through northern South-
east Alaska, blowing down forest patches tens of acres in size. (Carstensen 
2013, p 19). This blowdown event produced stands of relatively even-aged 
hemlocks, released to grow into the canopy when overstory trees fell. 

In 1966, USFS forester Bob Smith photographed this blowdown forest 
on the trail to Eagle River scout camp. Location was pin-pricked on 1962 
air photos.2 Storm-toppled overstory trees were still widespread in Smith’s 
1/5-acre circular plot. Averaged height of the 3 tallest hemlocks was 107 feet.

On our 2002 visit, that average was 122 feet; vertical growth had slowed to 
5-inches per year. Most trees felled in the 1883 storm had rotted away. Stand 
density had decreased due to self-thinning among hemlocks; 2 largest trees on 
each visit were spruce, and these have thrived. A more important change is in 
understory composition. In 1966 there was virtually no vascular understory. 
By 2002, the 120-year-old stand had substantial blueberry cover. This change 
is important for wildlife, particularly Sitka black-tailed deer, who depend on 

1 PS 2013: We recommend uploading this report to a high-res tablet, and viewing the 
stereograms with a pocket stereoscope. This gives better resolution than printing out, or 
viewing on a computer monitor. Lacking a stereoscope, you can try free-viewing: hold the 
images at about half arm’s length and focus your eyes beyond the plane of the image until both 
sides of the image merge. 

2  The 1962 stereopairs are on page 4; the best way to give directions in days before GPS! 
We’ve also added white dots to those verticals, showing extent of the 1883 blowdown. 

RP ID# g05008   location: Juneau   date retaken: 20021009   observers: RC, JC   
photo source: FSL   date original: 19661100   photographer: Bob Smith  ID# ****
subject: blowdown forest at Eagle River   retake photographer: Richard Carstensen, 
John Caouette    time: 1436   elev: ~40 ft   bearing: 160o   N: 58.518o  W:134.802o

camera: Olympus Ultrazoom   lens: 35 mm   spd/f-stop: 1/30  f2.8

blueberry, bunchberry, and fern-leaf goldthread to carry them through winters when open-site 
forage plants are covered with heavy snow. Our photographs suggest these forage plants didn’t 
enter the post-blowdown forest until perhaps 90 years after the event. All changes we document-
ed except log persistence are fairly similar to post-logging succession.  
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Mendenhall  •  valley view   
We found a number of candidates 
for repeat photography on the 
National Snow and Ice Data Center 
(NSIDC) website, including this 
panorama of Mendenhall Glacier 
taken by surveyor William Ogilvie 
in 1894. The original is actually 
3 glass-plate negatives that, when 
stitched together, create this sweep-
ing view. 

Juneau historian Jim Geraghty 
heard of our project and contacted 
us to share his photos and experi-
ences. He had found the photos at 
NSIDC, determined that they were 
a panoramic set, then put in the 
footwork to find the site. Jim triangulated from mountain ridges to get the bearing, then 
relocated the 3 distinctive boulders marked on both photos with red arrows. 

These photos show succession on well-drained morainal material. In the original 
scene, cottonwood and willow brush are just emerging; 110 years later, the site supports 
a dense forest of nearly 100% spruce. A few scattered senescent cottonwoods are all 
that remain of the original saplings, although willows persist in swales and kettles 

between moraines. Blueberry, western hemlock, and step moss dominate the understory, 
and a few hemlocks have entered the canopy. 

One notable vegetation feature that doesn’t show in our crowded retake is the open 
forest on the flank of Mt. McGinnis (A). Today, that area is covered with dense timber. 
We interpret this bare area as blowdown from a massive windstorm that struck northern 
Southeast Alaska in 1883, as described for the previous site on Boy Scout trail. 

RPID  g05044  location: Mendenhall Glacier
date retaken: 20050808   source: NSIDC  
date original: 1894 photographer: 
Ogilvie  ID#  mendenhall000001  
subject: recessional moraines   retake 
photographer: Kathy Hocker time: 1655   
elev: 60 ft  bearing: 30  N: 58.24.092o 
W: 134.34.778o  camera: Minolta 8.0M 
Dimage A2 28-200mm
lens: 35mm    spd/f-stop: 1/50 f2.8

2005

1894
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RP ID#  g05015    location: Mt McGinnis   date retaken: 20040918  source: NSIDC  date 
original: 1893  photographer: Ogilvie   subject: raw glacial forelands   retake photographer: 
Terry Schwarz  time: 1655   elev: 4230 ft  bearing: 180  N: 58.24.092o W: 134.34.778o  camera: 
Minolta 8.0M Dimage A2 28-200mm   lens: 35mm    spd/f-stop: 1/250 f5.6

Mendenhall  •  mountain view   The year before Canadian boundary 
surveyor William Ogilvie took the preceding panorama near today’s Back Loop 
Road, he climbed to the top of Mt McGinnis with heavy camera and tripod, to 
take this extraordinary image looking straight south to Gastineau Channel.  

The 2004 repeat was taken by our colleague Terry Schwarz. Other retakes 
Terry took on the summit with more foreground detail showed little change in 
alpine vegetation. Heathers and other weather-hardy mountain-top vegetation 
are slow-growing and probably much older than we might imagine.  

In the valley, this photo pair reveals 
a wealth of information about changing 
landforms and vegetation. Most obvious 
is the dense evergreen forest that covered 
the glacier’s many recessional moraines. 
In 1893, those recessionals were ice-
cored wrinkles in a freshly uncovered 
surface that looks like (and basically is) a 
bunched-up rug.

By 1893, newly-formed Mendenhall 
River had breached the terminal moraine 
but the lake had not appeared. Outflow 
raced through the future Dredge Lakes 
Area, shunted cross-valley in swales 
between recessional moraines. A swath 
of open land frames the glacier’s former 
outwash channel, now Duck Creek (D). In 
1893, the Mendenhall River had not yet 
begun to cut down into the valley floor 
sediments, but flowed at the surface of the 
flood plain. 

1893

2004
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Alaska Gastineau Mine  •  abandoned industry   Juneau-area mines were well 
documented by local photographers such as Lloyd Winter and Percy Pond. By 1944, the last of 
Juneau’s major mines had closed. Camps were abandoned and overgrown. Fortunately profes-
sional photo quality and good historic records help with site relocation and interpretation. 

Mining camps are complex sites for vegetation interpretation, as they represent many separate 
types of disturbance. Buildings, rock piles, placer pits, roads and railroads, waste dumps, and 
logged areas may all be within a few hundred meters of each other. They also had a complex 
history of use and disuse, resulting in uncertainties as to actual ‘zero points’ of the successional 
timeline. While challenging, this complexity makes photo pairs rich in information about plant 
succession following different types of human disturbance. 

The Alaska Gastineau millsite is at Sheep Creek, 4 miles south of Juneau. First developed in 
the early 1900s, the mill (large building at center) was active until 1921. Some smaller buildings 
were maintained for decades after that. Below the mill was housing for mine employees, docks 
and warehouse facilities, and other peripheral buildings. The slope of Gastineau mountain was 
clearcut, and large piles of waste rock (mixed rubble removed from tunnels) and tailings (fine, 
crushed material from which gold has been extracted) built up below the mill and on Sheep 
Creek delta, to the right from this view. 

The repeat photo shows correlations between vegetation and disturbance types. On the mill-
site M, a mixed deciduous forest of cottonwood and alder has developed, with some understory 
spruce now moving toward the canopy. The nearby clearcut slope C has grown back in spruce 
with some hemlock. This difference may be most closely tied to substrate; most mine buildings 
in the Juneau area had foundations of low quality cement that weathers into a flaky mineral seed-
bed. Nitrogen-fixing alder, easily established on such seedbeds, captured the building sites while 
losing out to spruce and (pre-established?) hemlock on nearby organic soils in the clearcut. 

Note the waste rock/tailings pile below the mill building, marked W in the repeat photo. 
Evergreen establishment on this pile is comparable to that on the clearcut slope. This contrasts 
with the story at Perseverance mine camp, shown on the cover of this report, where waste rock 
(upper left corner) is generally coarse, recolonized by Sitka alder. The piles at Gastineau prob-
ably contain a higher percentage of fine tailings.

RP ID# g06034   location: Juneau   date retaken: 20040831   observers: KH, CC   source: ASHL 
date original: 1915   photographer: Winter & Pond   ID# PCA 87-388   subject: Alaska Gastineau Mine mill and 
adjacent buildings    retake photographer: Kathy Hocker   time: 1400   elev: 0   bearing: 343o    N: 58.18326o  
W:134.20187o    camera: Konica Minolta Dimage A2 28-200mm lens: 40    spd/f-stop: 1/400 f7    e com: -.7

2004

~1915
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Northern 
Southeast 
This map reviews locations 
of the 6 RP-pairs (pink ovals) 
we’ve so far presented: 2 in 
Chilkat biogeographical province 
#4; 3 in Lynn Canal province #5, 
and 1 in Taku province #6.   

Comparing total number of photo-
point symbols on this map to the following 
one for southern Southeast shows a heavy 
northern bias—and there are actually far more 
than can be seen at this scale. As indicated on the 
previous ArcMap export of the Mendenhall Lake 
area, there are 37 potential ground-photo retakes, 
and 11 potential aerials, all hidden under the pink oval 
symbol covering upper Mendenhall Valley. A similar 
number are stacked over downtown Juneau.

There’s also a wider diversity of disturbance and subse-
quent vegetational and geomorphological responses in northern 
Southeast. This is not to downplay the potential for repeat photog-
raphy to the south; that area has its own historical interest, which 
we’ll now examine.  
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RP ID#  ob07006  
location: Favorite Bay, 
Angoon
date retaken: 20050810 
observers: RC, DA, JS 
date original: 1926
ID# 220963
subject: clearcuts, uplift
retake photographer: RC 
time: 1425   elev: ~2000 ft   
bearing: 305o N:  577o  
W: 134.48o  
camera:  Minolta Dimage 
lens:  50mm  
spd/f-stop: 1/125  f5.6  

1926 2005

A

B

C

Angoon  •  logging, rebound   Aerial repeat photog-
raphy is like trap shooting. Of all of our aerial RP shots, this 
comes closest to a direct hit. Flatlands east of Angoon are 
geologically unique: low-grade marble on the peninsula; 
tertiary sedimentaries inland. Forest habitats are equally 
unique, with extensive ancient burns (rainshadow effect from 
Baranof Island).

The most obvious fresh disturbance in the 1926 photo 
is the clearcut at A, probably cabled to an A-frame barge 
on the beach. It was cut by handsaw, probably for piling. 
Admiralty logging records say this stand was logged in 1923, 
which would have made it 3 years old when the photo was 
taken. The resulting smooth-canopied second-growth stand is 
outlined on our 2005 retake.

In 2001, we cored trees in the young stand at B just north of downtown Angoon, 
apparently logged around 1940. Oddly, that area shows a smooth canopy even in the 
1926 shot, indicating a young-growth stand. If it was already second growth, that could 
mean this is one of the rare Southeast examples of a ‘third-growth’ forest. There was 
clearcut logging on nearby Killisnoo Island in the late 1800s. If the downtown stand 
was also first cut around 1880, that would have made it about 46 years old in 1926. At 
re-entry time in 1940, it would have been a limby but fairly high-volume forest, much 
like the one that exists there now, and perhaps useful for firewood. 

Compare the island at C in 1926 and 2005. Trees here are colonizing uplift surfaces. 
Spruces on the point just in front of this island have also extended outward, and are 
taller and fuller-canopied. As at Pybus Bay, our repeat photography suggests higher 
rates of rebound than are shown on  current maps of uplift rates (Larsen et al 2005). In 
addition to the changes shown on this photo, there are other, more extensive uplift-type 
meadows at the mouth of Hood Bay, just south of Angoon.

Aangóon isthmus town (Angoon)

Wankageey bay on the edge 
(Favorite Bay)
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Sitka   •  high country    This photo intrigued us from the first 
time we saw it. We found it in the Forestry Sciences Laboratory’s 
photo archives, in a set of folders that contained beautiful, crisp 
black and white images. No photographer or date was listed, but 
early-1960s clearcuts at Kulashat Z’aa1 still look raw.

Despite lack of documentation, however, the photo has a lot to 
interest us. We could see it was from Harbor Mountain—and prob-
ably from near the road—so it would be easy to find. The complex 
island background and distinctive foreground trees made it easily 
relocated. In fact, when we showed the photo to FS intern Matt 
Hunter in Sitka, he recognized the view and trees instantly and gave 
us perfect directions to the site. 

Although retake weather was disappointing (all but eliminating 
any information about clearcuts at Kulashat Z’aa), the foreground 
shows some interesting developments. 

After 40 years, the 2 tall mountain hemlocks remain, but the left-
most one is dead. Lingering bark, especially at this high, exposed 
site, indicate it died within the last 10-15 years—and the trunk scar 
at S shows in-filling since the mid 1960s. Foliage on the right-hand 
tree has thinned considerably; it may be moribund as well. 

In fact, there are indications of larger-scale tree dieback here 
(although the hemlocks at left have grown taller). The mountain 
hemlock at M is now dead, and the ones on either side of it show 
foliage thinning. In addition, there has been dieback of yellow-cedar 
brush at Y. There were no new cedar or hemlock seedlings in this 
area. 

In bogs such as these, vistas remain open for centuries, and 
distinctively-shaped trees aid in finding photopoints. Retakes eluci-
date patterns of recruitment and die-off in these slow-growing trees. 

1  Thornton (2012) lists over 20 Tlingit place names in this scene alone. Each has 
a story—some better known than others. Why did an Aleut marksman choose the 
vantage of Gidákw Gíl’k’i? And who was grabbed at  Kulashat Z’aa?

RP ID# g12001   location: Sitka   date retaken: 20050911   observers: 
KH    photo source: FSL   date original: ~1965?   subject: subalpine 
bog   retake photographer: Kathy Hocker   time: 1700   elev: 1537 ft  
bearing: 310   N: 57.05.834o W: 135.22.045o   camera: Minolta 8.0M  
Dimage A2 28-200mm   lens: 35mm   spd/f-stop: 1/160 f4

2005
~1965?

Kulashat Z’aa 
point that grabs people 

(Lisianski Point)
Gidákw Gíl’k’i 

Aleut sharpshooter’s
little cliff
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RP ID#  ob07018    location:  Mill Creek  date retaken: 20030818    photo source: USFS Geometronics   date original: 1929 
photographer: US Navy ID# FS Z3 subject: delta, ‘ghost village’   retake photographer: Carstensen  time: 0815   elev: 25 
feet  bearing: 60o  N: 56.462o  W: 132.207o  camera:  Olympus ultrazoom  lens:  35mm  spd/f-stop: 1/200  f2.8  

Virginia Lake-Mill Creek  •  ghost village   Mill Creek drains Virginia Lake into Eastern 
Passage, on the mainland 10 miles east of Wrangell. Since installation of a fish pass in 1988, and sock-
eye stocking in the early 1990s, it’s become a popular personal-use fishery for Wrangell, similar to 
Juneau’s Sweetheart Lake. MacKovjak (2010) explains the name:1  

“During WWII, the Alaska Metals & Power Company was interested in mining molybdenum—for which there was great 
demand at the time—in the Virginia Lake area near Wrangell. The company erected a small circular sawmill at Mill Creek 
in 1944. . . a 700-foot flume was constructed [for] hydropower. . . . In 1951 the company shipped 100 MBF of clear Sitka 
spruce to the Boeing aircraft plants . . . and to Steinway & Sons, the famous NYC piano manufacturer.  .  . In 1954 a fire 
destroyed the sawmill. It was not rebuilt.”

But in Shtax’héen Kwáan country, history of any site level and dry enough to attract European indus-
try can of course be pushed much deeper.  According to the atlas of Tlingit place names (Thornton, 
2012) the Naanyaa.aayí clan, at an unspecified date (~1700s?), moved to Choox’as Aan waterfall town 
(Mill Creek), a name probably referring to rapids visible in both these photos. Only later did the Naan-
yaa.aayí again relocate, to Shaaxhit.aan, or driftwood town, the place we now know as Wrangell. Other 
clans followed, and that was where earliest Russian fur traders first encountered the powerful Shakes 
dynasty. Thornton (2012) also notes that lake a Bureau of Fisheries worker named for his wife Virginia2 
in 1914 has a more place-based name among the Tlingit: Tlagoo Héeni—ancient water.

Beginning from these histories, what can our repeat-photo pair tell us about succession on this little 
delta? In 1929, an unnatural-looking perimeter of about a dozen spruce saplings fringed the high-tide 
line. Back of these was a meadow, quite unusual south of the zone of glacial rebound, thus indicative of 
human disturbance. In the 2003 retake, densely stocked spruces about 50 feet tall cover the delta. They 
colonized simultaneously, which doesn’t happen naturally in beach meadows. Even-aged stands like 
these are more typical on abandoned town, mill and cannery sites, where exposed mineral soil is more 
conducive to a sweeping cohort of conifer (and alder) seed germination.  

1  PS 2013  Although we (RC) acquired the 2003 retake prior to our RP project in 2004-05, we knew little about the delta’s 
history at that time. Both references cited here—for Euro and precontact history—were published after completion of 
our study. We’ve added Choox’as Aan to the RP sites described here to fill out our geographic and thematic coverage of 
Southeast Alaskan biogeographic provinces and disturbance types. Sealaska investigators concluded that superposed mill 
workings had obliterated evidence of prior village occupancy.    

2  Orth (1967) mentions that in 1905, FE Wright, USGS, reported Tlagoo Héeni not as “Virginia” but “Mill Lake.” Apparently, an 
earlier, smaller mill preceded WWII workings, and the cleared delta in our 1929 oblique is due, in part, to that disturbance. 

2003

1929Cropped from 
a small corner 
of the 1929 
Navy oblique, 
this excerpt 
showcases 
detail delivered 
by 9.5x9.5-inch 
negatives.
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RP ID# g08001  location: Chickamin River  photo source: USFS FSL   
date original: 19450805   subject: early logging   elev: 50 ft  bearing: 65o   
N: 55.84o W: 130.84o  

Chickamin River  • logging, arc-tricks   This post-
logging photo hasn’t been retaken but is included to extend our 
geographical scope, and to illustrate utility of ArcScene and 
ArcMap (in particular, georeferencing of historical verticals) for 
prefield site determination.    

Three miles upriver from the mouth of Xèel, foam (Chicka-
min River) was a Teikweidí village called Yeil X’ayik Aan, 
Raven’s voice town (King Creek). The river has such a low 
gradient that on a high tide you can paddle upstream for miles. 
Sanyaa Kwáan elder Esther Shea grew up at fish camp on King 
Creek, smoking salmon and mountain goat meat, rendering 
bear fat, and picking crabapples. Xèel Kwáan, now centered in 
Wrangell, take their name from the Chickamin, from whence 
they originated. 

In 2002, our partner Bob Christensen of SEAWEAD 
measured spruces more than 200 feet tall on an alluvial fan a 
mile up King Creek, in the right background of the 1945 photo. 
Apparently there used to be a comparable forest closer to the 
Chickamin, clearcut shortly before this historic image, now 
residing in the Forestry Sciences Lab archives. Because photo 
notes only specified Chickamin River, we used ArcScene to find 
the exact location. 

This ~20-acre clearcut—like many dating to the earliest days 
of chainsaw technology—is not in the Forest Service’s GIS 
‘managed stands’ database. Record-keeping was pretty spotty 
in those days. The pink patch on our georeferenced 1948 verti-
cal is just our best guess on extent of logging, from scrutiny of 
1948 stereopairs. In those, and in higher-res 2007 stereo, the 
logged alluvial terrace shows a surprising amount of wetland for 
a former large-tree forest. But it should be noted that the tallest 

2007

19481945

ArcScene

trees we’ve measured in Alaska—in the Naha and Thorne watersheds—grew on mounded microsites within wet, 
extremely low-gradient fans full of skunk cabbage. In more than 60 years since logging there’s been negligible 
reforestation on this fan-terrace. That’s probably due in part to ‘beaver-capture,’ as we’ve seen in places like 
Juneau’s Kaxdigoowu Héen, going back clear water (Montana Creek).

Bedrock geology maps show the bare-rock highlands as Tertiary migmatite (schist, gneiss, and marble intrud-
ed by Eocene tonalite). Weathering from such granitic uplands generally delivers coarse, relatively unproductive 
material to the alluvial bottoms. However, forests on mid-distance slopes are on more productive Paleozoic 
paragneiss and marble, with significant carbonate content that no doubt contributes to tree growth on alluvial 
landforms downslope.
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Southern 
Southeast 
We made no effort at repre-
sentative coverage of central 
or southern Southeast Alaska 
during our 2004-2005 repeat 
photography study—only the 
trip to Sitka, and aerial tour of 
Admiralty (Carstensen & Hocker, 
2013 Part 1). As noted on the preced-
ing map for northern Southeast, the 
north holds a broader diversity of habitats 
and disturbance regimes. 

What the southern Tongass offers in greater 
measure than the north is forest productivity, 
and for most species groups, a richer, more diverse 
marine environment (fish, seals, intertidal inver-
tebrates). This resulted in more intensive logging in 
post-contact times, as well as denser settlement by Tlingit 
and Haida in pre-contact days. These histories are fruitfuit 
grounds for documentation and analysis by repeat photogra-
phy. How do forests re-occupy ancient village sites? What are 
the differences in reforestation trajectories on logged uplands 
versus logged bottomlands? With growing emphasis on stream 
and forest ‘restoration,’ and on recovery of cultural heritage, repeat 
photography should be a standard part of research tool kits.

Preceding RP pairs (pink ovals) were chosen to represent West 
Baranof (#12) and Admiralty (#14 biogeographical provinces. More 
southerly examples were from Stikine (#7) and North Misty (#8) prov-
inces. In the following summary, we include a few more unreplicated 
Navy obliques and ground-based stereograms, shown here as orange 
triangles, at Todd, Stikine River, Old Kasaan, and Fort Tongass.   
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Future directions
This project was driven less by 
investigation of specific successional 
phenomena than by exploration of 
the possibilities and values of repeat 
photography in Southeast Alaska—
therefore we were free to choose the 
best and most intriguing photographs, 
covering a broad range of disturbance 
types. The result is a sampler of 
repeat photos rather than an in-depth 
look at any single phenomenon. 
Nevertheless, as we explored our 
images, certain patterns, questions, 
and ideas emerged.

Exploring neoglacial climate 
change  Our repeats of Donald 
Lawrence’s photos on Mt. Roberts 
(g06018, left) show dramatic increase 
in brush within subalpine basins 
once dominated by meadow vegeta-
tion. With growing recognition of 
the reality and impacts of climate 
change, these sites will be valuable 
monitoring stations. It would be good 
to search for and include additional 
subalpine/alpine sites to expand 
this effort. One set of possibilities 
is a collection of boundary survey 
photos taken in the late 1800s and 
in possession of the Klondike Gold 
Rush National Historical Park. These 
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Wildfire above Dyea, burned ~1999. 

photos are beautifully detailed, and their photopoints, while not documented on maps 
that we know of, should be easy to relocate. In addition, many of the US Navy’s 1926 
and 1929 oblique aerials show subalpine areas.

Investigating fire history   Some of the most fascinating explorations we did during 
the course of this project involved the unraveling of forest fire history in northern 
Southeast, using historical photos. Southeast Alaska is not generally considered a fire-
prone area, but our historical photos showed evidence of a number of extensive fires at 
Haines and Skagway concentrated around the turn of the century. Although much more 
work is needed, our initial repeat photos suggest some intriguing vegetational responses 
to fire. We have only just scratched the surface of historical photo possibilities for this 
subject as well; there are many more sources to draw from.

Exploring uplift/rebound and alluvial processes  Especially in northern Southeast 
Alaska, glacial rebound and tectonic uplift are visible forces of landscape change. 
Uplift creates unique, ephemeral habitats that are still poorly understood. In Berners 
Bay and at the mouths of other northern rivers, our repeat photos show how uplift has 
combined with glacial retreat and fluvial processes to shape meadow, brush, and forest 
habitat. This investigation should ultimately include documentation of change in areas 

continued
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Angoon, ob14038:  
Early A-frame 
clearcuts south of 
Angoon. Favorite 
and Mitchell Bays in 
distance. Trees cut 
and yarded to the 
beach before roads 
existed. We haven’t 
retaken this photo, 
but it’s a strong 
candidate because of 
rich detail.

Slocum, 
ob06051:  Mysteri-
ous scar on a 
mountainside near 
Slocum Inlet south 
of Taku River. Was it 
fIre? Logging? Mass 
wasting? A repeat 
photo, plus ground 
work, would provide 
clues.

Todd, ob11016:  
Forest behind Todd 
Cannery in Peril 
Strait was selec-
tively logged but not 
clearcut in 1929. The 
facility was since 
abandoned. We 
documented interest-
ing successional 
patterns following 
mine abandonment at several sites around 
Juneau, but haven’t studied old cannery 
sites. Canneries and whaling stations occu-
pied some of the richest and most culturally 
strategic coves in the archipelago (in many 
cases displacing Native villages!), Now, 
although rewilded, they’re nodes of dispersal 
for invasive species. Understanding succes-
sion here is important.  
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Above, right pair: Georeferenced verticals, Dated 
arrows show obliques. Outline of 1948 island imposed 
on 2006 photo, & small arrows show direction of 
change. Island is cutting on the river side and filling 
on the Hooligan Slough side. These 4 aerials illustrate 
relative advantages of verticals versus obliques. Verti-
cals are better for most measurements (eg acreage lost 
& gained), while obliques often give more information 
about habitats (tree heights, species ID, etc) 

Above, left pair: An oblique aerial by the Alaska 
Shorezone Project in 2007 fortuitously replicat-
ed a 1929 US Navy oblique of Kayáash platform 
(Reindeer/Limb Island) on Stikine River. The 
Kayáashkiditaan clan, who claim this island, 
are named for their original house, which had a 
platform for sleeping because of overcrowding. 
Low willows in center of 2007 photo are on point 
bar not present in 1929 or 1948 (upper right).

Corresponding points A, B, & C 
show the 2007 Shorezone was down 

and to the right from the 1929 original. 
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where rebound rates are thought to be minimal or nil; perhaps the Chickamin or Carrol 
Rivers for which we have old Navy aerial oblique coverage.

Education  In the course of this project, we shared our information both formally 
and informally with a number of groups and individuals. In most cases, people were 
intrigued by the project, process, and results. A repeat photo pair invites careful obser-
vation and sparks lively discussion about how human and natural disturbances shape 
vegetation. Repeat photography has become a standard tool for Discovery Southeast 
naturalists, in our prefield presentations to Juneau school groups,1 research reports, field 
guides, and interpretive signs.

More aerial oblique retakes  We’ve entered locations of more than 300 beautiful aerial 
oblique photos from the US Navy’s flights into our potential-retakes database. Although 
flight indices are available for the vertical (triplicate) aerials for those 1926 and 1929 
missions, the obliques were more opportunistic, and so far we haven’t any records 
other than the hand-drawn partial index for year-1 (example in preceding sidebar, Navy 
aerials, 1926-29). Even as a stand-alone catalogue, without air-borne replication, this 
collection, along with our retroactive index, has become useful to our work throughout 
the Tongass.

A systematic effort to retake these photos could provide a wealth of information 
about the lingering signatures of landslides, fires, early logging, rebound/uplift, and 
other phenomena (examples on previous page). Although air time is expensive, in some 
areas as many as 15 repeat photos could be taken in a well-planned 2-hour flight. It 
could require many days to retake as many ground-based historical photos.

Shorezone oblique images  (RC 2013) As our retakes project was ending in 2005, a far 
more ambitious photography project was just gearing up. By 2010, the Alaskan Shore-
zone Project had acquired low-elevation aerial obliques for nearly every linear foot of 
shoreline in Southeast Alaska (http://mapping.fakr.noaa.gov/szflex/). Although most 

1  Consider the popularity of pictorial quiz pages in publications for young children that ask “what is 
different about these 2 pictures?” There is something innately fascinating about such comparisons that 
appears at early stages in human development, and, for certain lucky naturalists, becomes a lifelong 
quest. 

Shorezone obliques are aimed steeply downward from coast-hugging helicopter flights 
at only a few hundred feet off the beach, and thus unlikely to replicate earlier historical 
images showing broader scenes, occasionally the photographers pan upward to catch 
more distant ridgetops and forest backgrounds. This is how we happened to acquire the 
fortuitous retake on Stikine River (preceding page). 

Shorezone still-photos are accompanied by data on lat-long, substrate, vegetation 
and invertebrate communities. Because of high resolution, accurate GPS tagging, and 
associated data, Shorezone will become an extraordinary ‘before’ collection for repeat 
photographers of the future. The challenge will be targeting the retake at high speed, 
only a few hundred feet off the beach, when petroleum-based aviation costs 10 times 
more than today. Which brings us to . . . 

Drone retakes?  (RC 2013) Perhaps the most mind-blowingly rapid technological 
evolution with direct relevance to repeat photography is the ability to cheaply put 
a lightweight camera in the air with a fixed-wing or multicopter drone. Every year, 
sophistication and affordability of drone-camera-controller combinations increases. 

Today, most of the genuinely historical aerial imagery we are considering for repeat 
photography (primarily the Navy 1920s series) was shot too high to be practical for 
drone-based retakes. That could change as drones become more powerful and wide-
ranging. Meanwhile, some of the lower Navy obliques, of canneries and light-houses, 
for example, are great candidates for drone photography. And as the Shorezone still-
photos mature, aging into the status of historical imagery, they will be perfect candi-
dates for drone-equipped beachwalking ground-truthers, studying dynamism of uplift-
ing ryegrass zones and accreting estuaries.2  

The digital archivist; an oxymoron?  (RC 2013) In search of guidance on matters of 
long-term preservation, I googled word combinations such as “digital . . .archive . . . 
challenge. . . .” To my surprise, this yeilded disturbingly little discussion or acknowl-
edgement of the dilemma introduced by Ken Melville in my footnote back on page 10. 

2  The Shorezone team makes an effort to get on the ground at strategic locations throughout their 
Alaskan beach transects, to calibrate photo-interpretative mapping. A ground-based but drone-assisted 
mapping process, for much smaller areas such as individual estuaries, would complement Shorezone by 
reversing the balance of hands-on to air-borne data collection.  
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That is; how should one archive for a future that we all suspect may involve hand axes, rather than satellite 
positioning devices? Perhaps such apocalyptic anticipation is defeatist, and the responsible (if somewhat 
optimistic) course is to assume our current trajectory, of LPs>cassette tapes>CDs>mp3s, etc—replacing 
each other at roughly decadal intervals—will continue. 

In that rosy, frenetic future, there’ll be fewer species and more devices. We’ll still need to “learn the flow-
ers,” poet Gary Snyder insists. The task may be easier, because there’ll be fewer names to learn, but nobody 
on this planet will ever transcend a need for natural history. I hope—and plan based upon that hope—that 
someone a century from now will thrill to the comparison of Winter & Pond originals, Hocker & Carstensen 
interims, and their own, carefully reframed images. Will those images even be called photographs? 

I did find 1 or 2 interesting thoughts about preserving things that don’t ‘exist,’ on the internet—which 
by the way doesn’t exist either—and wouldn’t necessarily persist as even the foggiest concept in cultural 
memory of humans in 2063 who roll the dice wrong and revert to moosehide and digging sticks. Here’s 
some ideas to ponder from a short paper for a National Science Foundation—Library of Congress confer-
ence back in the digital dark ages of 2002 (Hedstrom, 2003): 

“Many of the digital resources we are creating today will be re-purposed and re-used for reasons we cannot imagine today. ”  

I think Hedstrom actually meant this optimistically, as opposed to my stone-age scenario, in which the 
unopenable, archival safe is used as an anvil. But she does acknowledge that “digital resources” are inher-
ently unstable:

“Unlike many physical objects that can withstand some period of neglect without resulting in total loss, digital objects require 
constant maintenance and elaborate ‘life-support’ systems to remain viable.” 2004
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Left: Elizabeth and Donald Lawrence, ~1990. Pioneers in post-
glacial plant community succession, they also became interested 
in change at tree limit, focusing especially on what would become 
the upper Mt Roberts tram-landing area, today probably the 
most heavily-visited high country in Southeast Alaska.  •  Right: 
Although Don shot landscapes almost exclusively with a 50mm 
lens, he still recorded this meticulously—with much other infor-
mation—on every Kodachrome slide mount. But on this one, he 
wrote “90mm lens.” That was no problem for me [RC] to match, 
decades later, in the days of zoom lenses. When I asked him 
why he’d switched to a 90mm lens for that shot, he remembered 
there’d been a bear—that little black dot in the center of the 
scene. We call this bear bowl today.
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What lasts and doesn’t  Don Lawrence’s 35mm Kodachrome slides of Mount Roberts from 1949—
which I keep in transparent, archival 20-slide storage pages—look like they were taken yesterday. That’s 
good news. On the other hand, many photographers are throwing away their film archives as soon as they 
acquire hi-res digital scans. Will they someday rue the vaunted ‘redundancy’ of backups to multiple but 
none-the-less unreadable disks and drives? Ken Melville, for example, says he can find nobody anywhere 
capable of extracting and migrating the movies he made in college in the late 1960s. 

Is there an intelligent answer to digital ephemerality? Ken’s fireproof safes full of acid-free-paper 
documents sound pretty rational. Maybe we could design them to unlock automatically in 50 years, so 
apocalypse survivors benefit from our foresight and erudition. But to will an intellectual estate to the 
future takes heart as well as cleverness. 

Another ‘old-fashioned’ solution to archiving is more personal. The best insurance against work being 
forgotten is mentorship, shared discovery, dedicated correspondence, and networking—in the best sense 
of that overworked word. It was my personal connection with Don Lawrence that inspired me to continue 
his work. And it was Don’s generosity toward the future that got him searching, toward the end of his 
career, for folks like me.      

1985

1955

Repeat photos of Mendenhall Glacier by 
Professor Donald Lawrence, from what 

he called “photo rock,” on the schist roche 
moutonnée, south and uphill from what 
in the 1960s would become the USFS 
Visitor Center. Typically, to photograph 

this scene, Don stood on top of that pale 
granodiorite erratic that looks like a fossil 

tree stump. But on his last scramble, in 
1985, he had me [RC] sit on that rock. 
Thinking back on this, I speculate that 
he figured this would help me relocate 

the rock on future visits. If I’d been lucky 
enough to accompany him on the 1955 

visit, I’d have had considerably more diffi-
culty hoisting myself up onto photo rock.
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Fickle fashions: stereoscopy
[RC 2013]  Almost from the first years of photography, people have dabbled 
in combining adjacent images for a 3D view. But rather than growing 
steadily in popularity and sophistication, both amateur and scientific interest 
in stereo photography has waxed and waned like hemlines. ‘Recreational’ 
stereo, milking the oh wow factor, thrived in days of parlor stereopticons, 
before the average person owned a camera, and imagery was the province 
of professional studios. It faded, then revived when Stereo Realist cameras 
with 2 lenses allowed anyone to take personalized 3D pictures for viewing in 
back-lit slide viewers. Because of their limited lens separation, these cameras 
were not particularly useful for capturing distant landscapes in 3D. But they 
did allow for stereo of moving targets, because the photo pairs were shot 
simultaneously. 

Stereoscopic images have been used to communicate subtleties of land-
form, construction sites, medical procedures and microscopic structures for 

Left: The first well 
known photographs 
in SE Alaska were 
taken as 3D pairs. 
Eadweard Muybridge 
(famed for Animals in 
Motion) accompanied 
General Halleck’s 
expedition at time of 
the Alaska purchase. 
Muybridge’s Alaskan 
photography—like the 
rest of his work—was 
decades ahead of its 
time. Mostly focused 
on cultural subjects, 
few of his photos 
are optimal for our 
purposes in docu-
menting change to 
natural communities. 
However, one thing in 
this scene that would 

probably be overlooked in a flat 2D 
single image, is the exceptional height 
of the background spruces.    

Right: ‘Historic drawing’ by Carstensen 
in 1991, using rapidographs & calligra-
phy pens long since rendered antique 
by computer font proliferation and 
drafting programs. Such pens today 
can only be purchased from esoterica 
dealers on dangerous side streets in 
Manhattan. But pocket stereoscopes 
can still be ordered from geologic 
and forestry supply firms (http://www.
forestry-suppliers.com/). These paper-
oriented but servicable devices could 
see a resurgence (in Hedstrom’s 
terminology, ‘repurposing’) for use with 
digital tablets. No paper print makes 
a stereogram come alive like backlit 
images on a hi-res tablet.

1868
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probably a century. But urgency of military conflict was 
the major driver in scientific stereoscopy. During World 
War I, cameras were developed for use in planes, and the 
post-war work of Fairchild and others (following sidebar A 
photo-chronology) led to our first aerial photography over 
Southeast Alaska. In this report we’ve only shown examples 
of opportunistic obliques that were definitely secondary to 
the 1926 & 29 missions. The primary goal was acquisition 
of vertical photos shot with 3-lens cameras, with adequate 
overlap for stereoscopic terrain mapping. 

In some ways it’s arbitrary to ‘excommunicate’ these 
vertical aerials from the discipline of repeat photography; 
probably the only sound rationale for doing so is that it 
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Left: Evolution of stereo-
scopic devices. 

Right: Stereo pair at 
Kasa’áan beautiful village 
(Old Kasaan) on the north-
ern shore of Skowl Arm, 
southeastern Tàan sea lion 
(Prince of Wales Island). 
Kasa’áan  is a Tlingit name 
for a K’ayk’aanii Haida 
village that was apparently 
first settled following the 
smallpox epidemic of the mid 
1830s, and lasted until 1904 
when villagers moved to 
New Kasaan.

There’s no high ground at 
the camera position, so the 
photo was probably taken 
from the deck of a steam-
ship, with shoreward drift 
providing the offset. One 
version of this stereopair has 
been hand-tinted. 

makes the pool of potential retakes forbiddingly enormous (10s of 
thousands for every mission). Here, we describe the use of vertical 
historical photography only as a supporting technique in the inter-
pretation of ground- or aerial oblique imagery.  Examples so far have 
included Eagle, Chickamin, and Stikine Rivers, where verticals are 
given for broader geographic context. More examples follow for 
Bucher Glacier in the headwaters of Antler River. We’ve created an 
RC-narrated slide show about the Navy’s photo missions in the 1920s 
and 1948. Contact us for a copy of this show (SE-AK-historic-aeri-
als2.exe  Executable files or .exes play only on PC computers—not 
Macs—and are difficult to distribute over the internet.) 

Aerial photogrammetry mushroomed during World War II. One 
branch of this program was a massive, mostly civilian effort to detect 

1890s?
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camouflaged German missile-launching sites not readily apparent in 2D imagery.1 
WWII catapulted the US into world dominance in a field pioneered mostly in France 
and Italy. After the war, stereoscopy became especially important in geology and 
forestry. 

In the late 1980s, when we started sending Discovery naturalists into Juneau 
schools, and giving workshops for Southeast educators, every forester and geologist 
was still fluent in the art of 3D landscape interpretation.2 Since then, ironically, the 

1  The Nova movie 3D spies of WWII tells the story of these pioneers in the field of 3D vertical imagery. 
Be forewarned that the narrative tone is overdramatized, and the film ignores the broader and more 
sophisticated advances in aerial photogrammetry of which this effort was just one prong. Still, it’s 
a fascinating piece of history: http://dvd.netflix.com/Search?v1=world+war+II+3d&ac_abs_posn=-
1&fcld=true&ac_rel_posn=-1&ac_category_type=none&raw_query=world+war+II+3d  

2  In the late 1980s, Discovery Southeast purchased a full classroom set of pocket stereoscopes, and 
created many color stereogram sheets for group study of geology, succession and human development. 
Some of these sets are still in use at UAS. Digital versions are available now upon request, and will be 
loaded to www.juneaunature.org offering site-based materials for Juneau schools.  

A photo-chronology 
[RC 2013]  Selected dates in imaging, relevant to repeat and/or 
stereo photography and aviation: Sources include Aerometrix:
http://aerometrex.com.au/blog/?p=203

1480: Leonardo da Vinci invents photogrammetry.
1840: Arago uses photogrammetry in Daguerreotype images.
1849: Laussedat, terrestrial photos for topographic mapping.
1855: Stereoscopic photos give 3D images (wet-plate process). 
1858: Tethered-balloon & kite photos of Paris. 
Civil War: Tintypes were the rage, but eclipsed (?) before first 
Alaskan photography.
1868: Muybridge at Ft Tongass, Wrangell, Sitka, some claim 
these were the first SE AK photos.1

1880: Eastman’s dry-plate process (still glass, but improvement 
over wet-plate) coincident with earliest Alaskan photography 
1890: L. Winter arrives in Juneau; P. Pond in 1893. 
1899: Edward Curtis photos, Harriman Expedition. 
1900: Kodak’s Brownie; box roll-film camera; photography for 
the masses. 
1903: Wright brothers first airplane
1905: Kodak’s Stereo Brownie; home-3D for the masses 
1908: First photo-mapping from a plane in Italy. 
1910: USGS 50-ft contour surveys of Gold Belt, did they use 
photogrammetric cameras for ground-base triangulation?
WWI: Early efforts at aerial photogrammetry
1924: Fairchild’s mosaic of Manhattan from aerial photos. 
(Fairchild camera in sidebar on Navy aerials 1926-29)
1926-9: Navy photogrammetric missions in SE Alaska.
1936: Kodachrome, first multi-layered color slide film.
1937: Military training by Abram School of Aerial Surveying.
1940: Bausch & Lomb multiplex for stereoplotting.
WWII: Aerial photogrammetry, huge acceleration in technology.
1947: Stereo Realist 2-lens camera. 
1990: Photoshop released. CDs, 1st digital cameras.  
2000s: First large-format digital cameras

1  Jim Geraghty (pers comm) says that technically, the first 
photos in SE AK may have been taken in 1865, 3 years before 
Muybridge, during the Union Telegraphy Survey, mostly inland 
through BC. We’ve not seen any of these.  

1898
Right: “Klondikers climb-
ing the ‘Golden Stair’ and 
Peterson’s Trail, Chilkoot 
Pass, Alaska.” From UAF 
Stereographic Library Collec-
tion, UAF-1993-0027-4. From 
back of card:

“The elements of grandeur, 
weirdness, solemnity, and 
vastness enter into a topo-
graphical description of 
Alaska. Its many interesting 
features hold the mind spell-
bound when viewed through 
the stereoscope, and fill the 
memory with undying wonder 
that such places do really 
exist. Its gigantic mountain 
peaks, snow-covered and 
hoary with age, its valleys, 
great and small, rich in gold 
and natural resources of 
many kinds, are all brought 
into view by our stereoscopic 
artist, and made as real as life.

Our stereo views of Alaska are 
marvels in their realistic effects, and 
need only to be seen to be appreci-
ated. This view, showing the summit of 
Chilkoot Pass and miners climbing to 
the top with their loads of freight, was 
made at Sheep Camp. 

This is where miners halt for the 
purpose of dividing their luggage into 
lots to carry to the summit, the ascent 
to which is at an angle of 45o and 3/4 
mile long. 

It is estimated that, during the 
spring of 1898, over 40,000 tons of 
freight were carried over the pass in 
this way.”

Published by Keystone View Company
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advent of high-tech computer-based mapping and imaging (GIS—geographic information 
systems) has distracted even professionals from 3D landscape evaluation. As of 2013, GIS 
is still very 2D. It’s taken the digital world awhile to catch up to the old-fashioned cartogra-
pher’s technique of tracing maps on acetate while viewing the terrain in 3D under a mirror 
stereoscope. 

Global conflict continues to drive advances in cartography—most notably in the realm of 

Above: Stereopair of Ward Creek, where it empties into Ward Lake, near Ketchikan, 20000702. Compared to 
vertical stereo, obliques make it easier to compare tree height and canopy texture. For example, the paler green, 
round-topped trees right of the road are alders that colonized after cable-yarding. The Ward South Big Tree was 
well over 200 feet tall. This is one of 4 Community Landmark Forests described and mapped in great detail. For an 
interpretive booklet on Ward Forest, go to: http://www.juneaunature.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/LT-ward.pdf

Right: Upper scene is Navy oblique of Eagle Glacier, north of Juneau, in 1929. Lower stereo scene, is RC retake 
on 20120919. Letters A, B & C show corresponding points in the upper and lower scenes. Comparing these 
makes it immediately apparent that the retake was at lower elevation (level with points A & B), and to the left 
(north) from the 1929 photopoint. 

EXIF data (read it with program such as ACDC) shows the photos were taken between 1 and 2 seconds 
apart—a good interval for stereo separation at this elevation. Basically, the lower your elevation, the more rapidly 
you should be shooting. Because I was running a GPS track, and later used Robogeo to send XYZ positions 
(latitude, longitude, elevation) to the EXIF data, we know this was shot at about 1470 feet.

This was not an ‘intentional’ stereopair—just a lucky result of rapid shooting, and cropping later to exclude 
portions of the scene not showing on both images. For optimal aerial oblique stereo, hold the camera vertically 
(portrait mode); otherwise you’ll end up with very wide stereograms (Ward Lake, above), or else major cropping. 
Unlike shooting for overlapping coverage with vertical photography, in which the centerpoint moves for each photo,  
the oblique-stereo photographer should keep the camera centered on the same point for both images. 
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20071948

GPS (global positioning systems, largely an outcome of the Gulf War). But in the world of stereoscopy, revolution has 
come mostly from another deep-pocket industry—blockbuster movies. Formats for viewing of 3D movies—whether 
projected on-screen in auditoriums, or at home on TV or computer—include anaglyph pictures (red-green glasses) and 
digital stereo with either passive polarized 3D glasses. Most advanced devices are active, liquid crystal shutter glasses 
(LCS) that synch to a monitor to create the illusion of a 3D image via infrared, radio frequency, dlp-link or bluetooth. 
These glasses alternately darken over one eye, then the other, while the display alternately flashes different perspectives 

Earlier, we interpreted an RP 
pair for Antler River. Berners 
Bay glaciers are abundant, 
but in serious retreat. Antler 
River has gone from wide, 
shallow, and unconfined, 
meandering over an aggrading 
(upward building) flood plain, 
to narrower, well defined, 
incising, and closely hemmed 
by deciduous scrub. Why 
the difference? Neighboring 
glacial rivers—The Lace and 
Gilky—still have plentiful raw 
sediment on their flood plains. 
The map on page 15 shows 
them as white lines, coded for 
glacial rivers, still attached to 
their source glaciers. 

In 1948, an ogive-striped 
finger of the high-elevation 
Bucher Glacier spilled over 
into Antler valley. Three-mile-
long Antler Lake did not yet 
exist! But connections at the 
spillover point were already 
steep and tenuous, and soon 
broke. Antler headwaters have 
seen the most radical degla-
ciation of the Berners water-
sheds. Although some glacial 
meltwater still descends from 
the hovering Bucher out-
pocketing, Antler Lake now 
serves as a trap and settling 
pond for glacial sediment, 
and the river has shifted from 

aggrading to degrading.
Compare 1948 and 2006 first in 2D, then stereo, and notice 

what information you get when you add the 3rd dimension. For 
one example, judging height of recent downwasting, from the 
width and elevation of barren ‘trimline’ fringes, is much easier in 
stereo. (It’s some small consolation that the high, north-facing 
cirque glacier on right of the 2007 scene as seen little shrinkage.)   
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for each eye at speed too fast to detect. 
It may take another decade, but someday, Southeast ground-truthers should have a 

GPS-enabled device no bigger than the sadly antiquated 35-mm plastic slide viewer 
(shown in previous illustration of evolving stereo-devices) that you hold to the eyes like 
binoculars for a 3D terrain image.3 Through GPS, a field viewer could show a ‘floating 
dot’ giving position on the landscape. This digital LCD viewer would automatically 
select appropriate imagery from the cloud, panning as you travel, or jump to 1948 or 
1929 for successional comparisons. If every Avatar fan were clamoring for one, we’d 
have them already. 

Even if ground or air-oblique stereo wasn’t used in before or after images for an RP 
pair, vertical stereo—available for many dates and all places in Southeast Alaska—is 
helpful for understanding and communicating context. We’ve used the Bucher Glacier 
1948s and 2006s to illustrate this interpretive application.  

Vertical aerial photos are shot with at least 60% overlapping coverage, to give stereo-
scopic views of every point on the landscape. But none of the early oblique photos 
we’ve shown in this report were shot close enough together to provide a 3D view: 
film was too expensive in those days to be shooting at the rapid intervals necessary for 
stereoscopic aerial obliques. 

For acquiring oblique stereo, 2 things are different. First, you’re trying for 100% 
overlap in your paired images; not 60%. Keep the camera’s focusing box or ‘bullseye’ 
mark on the same point as the plane passes over. Second, digital photos ‘cost’ nothing, 
and there’s no need to ration them on an RP or other flight unless you notice your card 
is filling up. In the preceding low elevation views of Ward Lake and Eagle Glacier, 
where the plane position was changing rapidly, a second or 2 is an appropriate interval. 
From an Alaska Airlines jet at cruising altitude, photos taken at that interval will show 
almost no stereo effect; wait longer. 

3  RC: A small group of northern Southeast naturalists continues to use these handy field viewers for 
off-trail navigation. I have a dozen 3-ring binders full of stereo slide pairs covering key forests, estuaries, 
mountains, etc, for the entire Tongass. As of 2013, this is the only application for which I prefer film to 
digital imagery. But with the demise of film photography, and difficulty in getting slides developed, my 
SE AK stereo-slide collection has not expanded since 2001. An acceptable interrim solution is to load 
stereopairs to a sleeve-protected tablet, and use this in the field with a pocket stereoscope. But a tablet—
especially on a bright, sunny day when screens are hard to see—is not as convenient as the little plastic 
slide viewers!  

Think of it this way: Average adult eye separation is about 2.5 inches. We experience 
strong stereo within the bounds of, say, a room, but literally no 3D of distant moun-
tainsides. It may feel like it outdoors, but your eyes shift unconsciously to other cues, 
such as superposition and relative size. Strength of stereo effect depends upon the ratio 
of eye or camera separation to distance of object viewed. The first view of mountains 
under a stereoscope feels ‘unnatural,’ like viewing a mini-terrain model.  

The 2 shots in the ground based stereo by Bill Smith at Eagle River—and later retak-
en by us—were shot from about a foot apart. Maybe that’s why the scenes ‘draw us in.’ 
Only if our eyes were a foot apart would we have such an ‘inviting’ view of the forest. 

If you’re an habitual aerial photographer, you may already have taken pairs suitable 
for 3D. Search your files for photos taken only a few seconds apart, with overlapping 
coverage. See if you can make a stereopair from them. It probably won’t be optimal, 
but it’s surprising how much ‘slack’ you get with 3D imagery. One common flaw is 
backgrounds in great 3D, but foregrounds too far offset.

Among the thousands of photos in the shorezone collection (eg Stikine River, page 
27) are many potential stereopairs. Photo centers almost always shift, so overlap is only 
partial.  

It’s easy to get diverted by the oh-wow factor in stereo viewing, so we should think 
objectively about where it’s useful and not particularly helpful.

Where 3D shines:
• Interior scenes of dense foliage or complex forest understory, with branches and 

tree trunks at many different distances from the observer. Example: the 1966 Bill Smith 
scene at Eagle River

• Low obliques of canopy structure. Example: the 2000 oblique of Ward Lake. 
• Glacial and alluvial landform elucidation. Adding the third dimension enhances  

minor topographic subtleties not apparent in a 2D image, and even lets us see and 
analyse broad landscape features we never see in true 3D in nature. This explains why 
stereoscopy has been so important in geology.

So, consider stereo pairs when retaking historical photographs meeting the above 
criteria. They may even help you understand features of the 2D originals not apparent 
in a 2D retake. Also—with an eye toward the future—consider stereo when document-
ing any scene that a repeat photographer 50 years from now might want to replicate.
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CODE COMMON NAME SCIENTIFIC NAME

trees

ALCR sitka alder Alnus crispa

ALRU red alder Alnus rubra

BEPA paper birch Betula papyrifera

CUNO yellow-cedar Cuppresus nootkatensis

PICO lodgepole pine Pinus contorta

POTR black cottonwood Populus tricocarpa

PISI spruce Picea sitchensis

TSHE  western hemlock Tsuga heterophylla

shrubs

COST red osier dogwood Cornus stolonifera

OPHO devil’s club Oplopanax horridum

RIBR  stink current Ribes bracteosum

RUSP  salmonberry Rubus spectabilis

ROAC rose Rosa acicularis

RONU nootka rose Rosa nutkana

SARA  elderberry Sambucus racemosa

SASI sitka willow Salix sitchensis

VAspp blueberry spp Vaccinium spp

VAOV early blueberry Vaccinium ovalifolium

herbs

ACMI yarrow Achillea millefolia

BORO ground cone Bochnyakia rossica

COAS fern-leaved goldthread Coptis asplenifolia

COCA  ground dogwood Cornus canadensis

COCH hemlock parsley Conioselinum chinense

DECA tufted hairgrass Deschampsia caespitosa

DOPU shooting star Dodecatheon pulchellum

ELMO ryegrass Elymus mollis

EPAN fireweed Epilobium angustifolium

EPLA dwarf fireweed Epilobium latifolium

FRCH strawberry Fragaria chiloensis

HELA cow parsnip Heracleum lanata

IRSE iris Iris setosa

LAMA beach pea Lathyrus maritima

LIVU toadflax Linnarea vulgaris

MEAL white sweetclover Melilotus alba

METR bog buckbean Menyathes trifoliata

PAPA  grass-of-parnassus Parnassia palustris

PLMA goosetongue Plantago maritima

POAN silverweed Potentilla anserina

POSP pondweed Potamogeton spp

PYAS pink wintergreen Pyrola asarifolia

PYSE one-sided wintergreen Pyrola secunda

RUPE  5-leaved bramble Rubus pedatus

STRO twisted stalk Streptopus roseus

TAOF dandelion Taraxacum officinalis

TRRE clover Trifolium repens

TITR  foamflower Tiarella trifoliata

mosses

HYSP step moss Hylocomium splendens

RHTR electrified catstail moss Rhytidiadelphus triquetrus

Partial list of plants documented
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